
 

FEATURES & BENEFITS of 
WITNESSTHEFAME™ Records  
 
Thank you for taking the time to understand a 
bit more about WITNESSTHEFAME™ Records.  
 
Below we will discuss some of the most 
important features & benefits of utilizing a 
resourceful relationship with the 
WITNESSTHEFAME™ family.  
 
Receiving this letter means that you 
are already an ambassador and 
considering working more closely with us. We are so grateful that you are on 
the team, and we commend you for being here!  
 
Welcome and congratulations on already becoming a WITNESSTHEFAME™ ambassador! There’s 
more here than meets the eye, so please proceed forward and read further about becoming an 
influential creator/artist at Witnessthefame™ beyond ambassadorship.  

 
§ Increase your streams and streaming royalties + playlist placements: The baseline 

here at Witness the Fame is streaming for mechanical royalties. If you don’t do 
anything else with us, you can become a WITNESSTHEFAME™ ambassador and join 
our streaming communities where artists are connecting closely with their other 
counterparts in respective genres. Users have seen as much as 350+ streams in just 
hours upon joining our communities. Witness the Fame currently has over 18 curated 
Spotify playlists/stream teams. We also have curated dozens of premium playlists that 
offer permanent placement.  

 
§ Publish with us and own your music: All music needs a publisher to hold rights. 

Working with Witness the Fame™ gives independent artists the opportunity to protect 
their publishing with us while maintaining shared rights to their creations! 

 
§ Distribute with us and gain access to our direct resources for artists: Distribute 

select songs and projects with Witness the Fame by choosing a flexible 3-month, 6-
month or 12-month term to work with us. Longer terms are reserved for artists who 
want to form a more serious and resource-driven relationship with us. 
 

§ Keep your independence: As an independent label, we simply understand you. 
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§ Become professional artist: Joining us ensures that we look after your brand 

personally. Our parent corporation is a media agency that delivers brand consistency 
utilizing video production, photography, and tons of graphic design. This is the 
number one resource we offer. In addition, the label provides professional audio 
mastering services, mixing, press releases on our official site, official press kits/ EPKs & 
website design and even the opportunity to appear exclusively in our annual 
magazine. No more worrying about your album artwork, our professionals will make 
sure you stand out creatively and visually. No more worrying about the costs of 
mastering your music. Publishing music with us means that we have you covered. 
 

§ License your music for bigger income opportunities: Our A&Rs are dedicated to 
the artists that want to work with us seriously. This is why we strive to get artists music 
placed or licensed for film and television. When an artist works with us for full-year 
term, distributes and publishes music under Witness the Fame™, we work with their 
music strategically to get their music licensed! These types of projects can offer huge 
payouts for everyone involved. 
 

§ Upper-Echelon Assets: Take your career to the next level by appearing on national 
television networks such as REVOLT, MTV, MTV2, BET, and more! We can also help 
artists get official VEVO accounts where they publish their music with style. 

 
§ Collaborate with developed artists: Because we specialize in deveoling the overally 

look and feel of artist brands, we know the importance of collaboration. In that regard, 
much of your time spend with the Witness theFame family will consist of collaborating 
with our more serious artists on very suitable projects that will boost your brand and 
generate buzz. 

 
 


